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I  introduction
Each year, the ski and snowboard industry remains focused on finding ways to improve 
the sports’ accessibility and enhance their appeal to younger generations. As these newer 
generations begin discovering the excitement of snow-based activities and making their 
own travel decisions, it’s critical that industry stakeholders examine the habits of all 
types of travelers who may take ski and snowboard vacations, even current non-skiers. 
The Wyndham Vacation Rentals®  2014-15 Ski Trends Research looks to uncover the 
preferences and evolving desires of each type of traveler in order to help enhance their 
ski vacation experience and provide industry partners with valuable insight.

This research was conducted by Wyndham Vacation Rentals through an online, opt-in 
survey from October 17, 2014 through November 2, 2014.  We sourced responses from a 
database of guests ages 18 and older who have stayed in our U.S. properties or who have 
requested to join our mailing list.  The survey received over 11,000 respondents with over 
3,000 of them being skiers and/or snowboarders. 
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II  executive summary
Wyndham Vacation Rentals® 2014-15 
Ski Trends Research delved into the 
complexities of today’s ski and snowboard 
travelers. As the data shows, it’s very 
clear and likely to no one’s surprise that 
skiing and snowboarding are group 
sports. Much of what ski and snowboard 
travelers choose to do and experience in 
a mountain destination is based on the 
sheer size of their travel group, which 
most typically includes four or more 
people. Larger parties seek out more 
spacious lodging options like vacation 
rentals with room for everyone’s gear. 
Perhaps using group travel as a way to 
offset costs, they also tend to actively 
look for lodging and airfare deals when 
booking a trip, even weighing them 
over good snow conditions.  

This group mentality is an important 
quality to consider, as larger parties may 
be comprised of different types of ski and 
snowboard travelers. A single group may 
include more mature ski travelers, younger 
skiers and snowboarders, and even non-
skiers looking to enjoy a winter vacation 
with friends and family who ski. Catering 
to each type of traveler is critical, since 
each type has its own way of defining a 
great mountain experience. 

The research suggests that younger ski 
and snowboard travelers want more 
to enjoy during a ski vacation. They 
find other outdoor activities outside of 
skiing more appealing when choosing a 
destination to visit. They also place more 

value on conveniences like on-site dining, 
on-site equipment rentals and concierge 
services than mature ski and snowboard 
travelers do.   

Perhaps surprisingly, non-skiers and 
non-snowboarders aren’t absent from 
ski vacations. In fact, the findings show 
that one in five still take ski vacations 
with family and friends who enjoy the 
sport. Those travelers place much more 
importance on privacy when it comes 
to lodging, and they look for alternate 
activities to enjoy from dining and 
shopping to other unique mountain 
experiences like dog sledding. They 
also find pools, hot tubs and spas more 
appealing, likely seeking out amenities 
that allow them to get more out of 
their winter vacations. 

Ski and snowboard travelers also differ in 
a number of ways. Snowboarders are more 
motivated by promotions, tending to be 
younger and make less money on average 
than those who only ski. Snowboarders 
are also much more likely to take several 
trips per year and to travel with friends.

Understanding the unique characteristics 
of each type of traveler is the first step in 
providing truly memorable ski vacation 
experiences that keep guests coming back 
year-after-year. Staying up on what these 
travelers want will help ensure that the 
future of skiing and snowboarding, and 
of the destinations and local businesses 
intertwined with the sports, remain vital 
for years to come.    
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skier/snowboarder profi le
III

TRAVELER OVERVIEW
They share a group experience. One in every four vacation rental 
guests ski or snowboard, making this travel population an important 
one to examine. Overall, skiers and snowboarders tend to travel in 
larger groups and take several trips per year. Those who take more 
trips are also much more likely to return to the same place each year 
and share some of those experiences with friends.

 1 in 4 vacation rental guests ski, snowboard or do both (26%).

 Most bookings occur in November or December (35%). 

 71% of skiers and snowboarders travel in groups of 4 or more; 
  39% travel in groups of 5 or more.

 Nearly 1 in 3 (31%) skiers and snowboarders take 
  2 or more ski or snowboard trips a year.

 3 in 5 (62%) skiers and snowboarders do not return 
  to the same destination year-after-year.

 However, when considering those who take several ski or 
  snowboard trips per year, those who take 3 or more trips are 
  significantly more likely to return to the same destination as 
  those who take less than 3 trips (62% to 35%).

 February (54%) is the most popular/busy month 
  for taking ski and snowboard vacations.

 Those who take 4 or more ski or snowboard trips a year are 
  20% more likely to go with friends than those who take just 
  1 trip (64% to 44%).
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skier/snowboarder profi le
III

BOOKING MOTIVATORS
They look for ways to save. Skiers and snowboarders actively look 
for ways to make their sport more affordable and enjoyable. They’re 
most motivated to book a vacation by strong promotions on lodging 
and airfare, even more so than by good snow conditions, and many 
highly value recommendations from others.

 Nearly twice as many travelers note promotions (47%) 
  as the greatest motivating factor when booking a 
  ski/snowboard vacation compared to active snowfall 
  and good conditions (24%).

 86% of skiers and snowboarders felt the kind of deal they 
  can get on lodging and airfare is very to extremely important 
  when booking a vacation.

 60% of skiers and snowboarders felt recommendations from 
  family and friends were very to extremely important when 
  booking a vacation.

 68% of those who travel in groups of 6 or more find 
  recommendations from family and friends very to extremely 
  important when booking a ski/snowboard vacation compared 
  to 50% of those who travel in groups of just 2.

LODGING PREFERENCES
They prioritize value and tradition. Skiers and snowboarders prefer 
to stay in vacation rental properties when taking a ski or snowboard 
trip because of the value and convenience they offer. Overall, who 
they travel with made little difference in their preferences, but size of 
group and frequency of travel did. Those who travel in larger groups 
and who prefer to stay in a vacation rental also see ski vacations as a 
tradition to continue each year.    

 3 in 4 (77%) skiers and snowboarders prefer to stay in a 
  vacation rental when taking a ski/snowboard trip.

 After value (93%), skiers and snowboarders rated the kitchen 
  the most significant feature of a vacation rental with 83% saying 
  it was very to extremely important.

 Those who prefer a vacation rental are more motivated to book 
  a ski/snowboard vacation by tradition (21% to 14%).

 Those who prefer hotels are more motivated to book a ski/
  snowboard vacation by a promotion (55 % to 47%).

 85% of those who travel in groups of 5 or more preferred a 
  vacation rental over a hotel compared to 62% of those who 
  travel in groups of 2.

 Those who travel in larger groups are less motivated to book a 
  ski/snowboard vacation by active snowfall and good conditions 
  than those who travel in smaller groups. Larger groups are 
  more likely to go out of tradition. 
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skier/snowboarder profi le
III

INCOME
Affl uent skiers tend to be avid skiers. Income level helps determine 
the type of ski traveler a person can afford to be. In general, the 
more money someone makes, the greater the likelihood that he or 
she skis or snowboards. In addition, more affluent skiers tend to 
be more serious skiers: they book earlier and are less interested in 
having other activities available to them. 

 The more money you make, the greater the likelihood that you 
  ski or snowboard.  44% of those who make $150,000 or more 
  a year ski or snowboard compared to just 16% of those who 
  make less than $75,000. 

 Other activities available outside of skiing are more important 
  to those who make less money. Twice as many people (33%) 
  who make less than $50,000 a year find these other activities 
  extremely important when on a ski/snowboard vacation 
  compared to just 15% of those who make $150,000 or more.  

 Those making more money are more likely to book early. One 
  in three (34%) of those making $150,000 or more a year book 
  in September or October compared to 22% of those making 
  less than $50,000.

 The spa is more important to those who make less money. 
  41% of those who make less than $50,000 find the spa very 
  to extremely important compared to only 28% of those 
  who make $150,000 or more a year.  

GENDER
Male and female ski travelers book differently.  When it comes to 
booking a ski or snowboard vacation, male and female travelers 
approach destination and lodging decisions differently. Men are 
more motivated by snow conditions, while women place more value 
on conveniences like kitchens, onsite dining and housekeeping 
services. 

 Men are more motivated to book a ski/snowboard vacation 
  by active snowfall and good conditions (29% vs. 21%).

 Women are more motivated to book a ski/snowboard vacation 
  by a promotion (50% vs. 42%).

 47% of women find the kitchen extremely important when 
  on a ski/snowboard vacation vs. 32% of men.

 35% of women find the washer/dryer extremely important 
  when on a ski/snowboard vacation vs. 23% of men.

 14% of women find an onsite restaurant important on a ski/
  snowboard vacation vs. 8% of men.

 17% of women find housekeeping extremely important on 
  a ski/snowboard vacation vs. 11% of men.
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the next generation of skiers & snowboarders
IV

TRAVEL COMPANIONS
They share a group experience. Following the general profile of ski 
and snowboard travelers, younger skiers and snowboarders (ages 
18-34) also tend to travel in groups.  However, they are more likely to 
travel with friends than previous generations and may not have yet 
begun a ski vacation tradition. 

 14% of younger travelers (ages 18-34) snowboard compared 
  to just 2% of mature travelers (ages 55 and older). 

 The percentage of ski and snowboard travelers who return 
  to the same destination year-after-year increases with age. 

 Mature travelers are more likely to travel with just 1 other guest.

 Younger travelers are more likely to travel with friends. 
  (see bar graph)

MOTIVATORS
They prioritize value and recommendations. Younger skiers and 
snowboarders are more motivated to book a vacation by promotions 
than mature travelers who tend to place more value on tradition. 
Younger travelers, who may not have yet formed traditions, are also 
more likely to look for recommendations and more to do.

 53% of younger travelers are most motivated by 
  promotions when booking a ski/snowboard vacation 
  compared to just 38% of mature travelers.

 Meanwhile, mature travelers are more likely to be most 
  motivated by tradition when booking a ski/snowboard 
  vacation than younger travelers (24% to 14%). 

 More younger travelers find recommendations from family 
  and friends very to extremely important when planning a 
  ski vacation compared to older generations.  

 More younger travelers (60%) find other outdoor activities 
  outside of skiing very to extremely important when choosing 
  a ski destination to visit compared to mature travelers (48%).

AMENITIES/SERVICES
They want more from their mountain experience. Younger 
generations of ski and snowboard travelers want more to enjoy 
during their mountain vacations. They find certain on-site amenities 
more appealing than mature travelers, and they value convenience.

 59% of younger travelers find on-site equipment rentals 
  very to extremely important on a ski/snowboard vacation 
  compared to 42% of mature travelers.

 Younger travelers find on-site restaurants more important 
  than mature travelers (44% to 25%).

 Younger travelers find an on-site pool/hot tub slightly more 
  appealing than mature travelers (65% to 58%).

 Nearly twice as many younger travelers than mature 
  travelers find concierge services extremely important on 
  a ski/snowboard vacation (11% to 6%).
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the non-skier on a ski vacation
V

They join the group experience. Non-skiers and non-snowboarders 
still take ski and snowboarding vacations on occasion with family 
and friends who enjoy the sports. These travelers place much 
more importance on privacy as well as alternate activities like 
dining and the spa. 

NON-SKIER PROFILE
 1 in 5 non-skiing vacation rental guests still take ski and 

  snowboard vacations on occasion with family and friends 
  who ski/snowboard.

 25% of non-skiing females still take ski/snowboard 
  vacations vs just 17% of non-skiing males.

 The younger non-skier is more likely to go on a ski or 
  snowboard vacation. 28% of non-skiers ages 18-34 and 
  24% of non-skiers ages 35-43 still take ski and snowboard 
  vacations on occasion with friends and family who ski 
  compared to just 17% of non-skiers ages 55 and older.  

AMENITIES/SERVICES
 Dining is the most appealing activity to non-skiers.  

  90% of non-skiers find dining very to extremely appealing when 
  taking a ski/snowboard vacation with their family and friends.

 Non-skiers also find the area’s arts and entertainment (68%), 
  shopping (64%) and other outdoor activities (57%) like 
  dog sledding, snowshoeing and snow tubing very to 
  extremely appealing.

LODGING
 Twice as many non-skiers feel privacy is extremely important 

  on a ski/snowboard vacation compared to skiers and 
  snowboarders (44% vs. 23%).

 Non-skiers also found many of the “extras” available with 
  their vacation rental to be more important than skiers 
  and snowboarders:

   • 74% of non-skiers found a pool / hot tub very to 
    extremely important compared to 62% of skiers.

   • 45% of non-skiers found housekeeping very 
    to extremely important vs. 36% skiers.

   • 43% of non-skiers found an on-site restaurant 
    very to extremely important vs. 32% skiers.

   • 42% of non-skiers found an on-site spa 
    very to extremely important vs. 22% skiers.

   • 39% of non-skiers found concierge services 
    very to extremely important vs 24% skiers.
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the skier vs. the snowboarder
VI

TRAVELER DIFFERENCES
They enjoy the mountain differently. Ski and snowboard travelers 
differ in a number of ways. Snowboarders are more motivated by 
promotions, tending to be younger and make less money than 
those who only ski. Snowboarders are also much more likely to 
take several trips per year and to travel with friends.

 Snowboarders are more motivated to book a trip by 
  promotions than skiers (55% to 47%).

 Those who snowboard are much more likely to take several 
  trips a year than those who just ski. 16% of snowboarders take 
  3 or more trips a year compared to 10% of skiers. 

 61% of snowboarders are more likely to go on a ski or 
  snowboard trip with friends compared to 45% of skiers.

 Skiers book earlier than snowboarders. 29% of skiers book in 
  September or October compared to 22% of snowboarders.

 Skiers tend to make more money on average. 42% of 
  snowboarders make $100,000 or more a year compared 
  to 64% of skiers. 
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